Figure of 3-sign: a case report
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Background
A 50-year-old mother of four children was newly diagnosed with arterial hypertension and bilateral neck pulsations.

Case summary
Her current blood pressure was 170/100 mmHg in the right arm and 122 mmHg systolic in the right ankle. There was a radio-femoral delay palpable. The electrocardiogram showed signs of left ventricular hypertrophy. On the chest X-ray, a figure of 3-sign was found at the aortic knuckle and notching of the inferior ribs was present. An echocardiogram showed concentric left ventricular hypertrophy, a mildly stenotic bicuspid aortic valve, and a low peak-gradient across the descending aorta. Magnetic resonance imaging demonstrated severe focal coarctation with complete interruption of the descending aorta. Large collaterals vessels were present, effectively bridging the aortic interruption.

Discussion
In light of the extensive collateral vessels and the bleeding risk, an extra-anatomic aortic bypass was considered the least risky procedure. The patient agreed to the intervention and had an uncomplicated surgical course and recovery. At the 12-month follow-up, she was doing well and normotensive on Lisinopril 5 mg OD.
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Introduction
Coarctation of the aorta (CoA) is a common heart defect (5-8% of all congenital cardiac defects). In historical cohorts, 25% of children with severe CoA survived to age 46 years1 and 10% to age 58 years without intervention.2 Death in patients with un-repaired CoA was due to aortic rupture or dissection, heart failure, coronary artery disease, infective endocarditis, or cerebral haemorrhage.3 Despite being a potentially life-threatening cardiac defect, CoA is sometimes diagnosed only in adult life.4,5 This case describes the late presentation of severe CoA in an apparently asymptomatic adult woman.

Learning points
• Aortic coarctation (CoA) is sometimes diagnosed in adult life.
• Clinical findings like an arm–leg blood pressure difference or typical chest X-ray signs may suggest an underlying diagnosis of CoA.
• A low peak gradient on echocardiography in the aortic isthmus does not exclude severe CoA.
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A 50-year-old female presented with a history of newly diagnosed arterial hypertension and prominent neck pulsations. Hypertensive blood pressures were incidentally diagnosed by the family physician following a flu episode. Forty years ago, an incidental heart murmur was noted. It was considered to be an innocent childhood flow murmur and no further follow-up was scheduled. The patient reported a medically uneventful childhood and adolescence. Between 1997 and 2003, she had four uncomplicated pregnancies. During the last pregnancy, mild arterial hypertension was noted for the first time. On magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of her head for evaluation of the neck pulsations, enlarged bilateral carotid arteries were noted.

The patient was referred to our institution for further evaluation. She had office blood pressure recordings of 170/100 mmHg on her right arm. On clinical inspection, pronounced bilateral neck pulsations were noted. On palpitation, a palpable sustained left apical impulse was felt. On auscultation, she had a normal first heart sound, the second heart sound was normally split with respiratory variability, but the aortic component was prominent. She had a Grade 2/6 aortic ejection systolic murmur with radiation to the carotids and weakly palpable pulses in both lower limbs with a radio-femoral delay. There was systolic blood pressure difference of 50 mmHg between her right arm and the left leg.

**Diagnostic assessment**

The electrocardiogram showed sinus rhythm and signs of left ventricular hypertrophy (Figure 1A). On chest X-ray, there was a figure of 3-sign at the aortic knuckle and notching of the inferior ribs (Figure 1B). A transthoracic echocardiogram showed concentric left ventricular hypertrophy, a mildly stenotic bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) with a mean/peak gradient of 12/22 mmHg, a normally sized ascending aorta and aortic arch, and a peak gradient of 6 mmHg with a serrated flow pattern in the continuous wave Doppler (CW-Doppler) across the region of the aortic isthmus (Figure 1C). The aortic flow pattern in the abdominal aorta demonstrated continuous diastolic flow. The flow pattern across the aortic isthmus region and in the abdominal aorta was highly suggestive of hemodynamically important CoA, despite the low peak gradient. On a cardiac MRI severe focal CoA with probable complete interruption after the aortic arch was noted. On cardiac catheterization with aortic angiography (access via right femoral and right radial artery), no patency between the aortic arch and the thoracic aorta was detected, indicating complete aortic interruption. There was no coronary artery disease. Abdominal blood flow was maintained by numerous large collateral vessels (Figure 1D) contributing to the enlargement of both carotid arteries. The origin of the low peak gradient in the CW-Doppler was uncertain. It may be a velocity measured across one of the collateral vessels.

**Interventions**

The risks of a percutaneous approach with needle puncture and wire crossing of the interrupted aorta vs. a surgical repair strategy were discussed. A resection of the stenotic aorta with end-to-end anastomosis was not possible, as the gap between the two parts of the aorta was too large. An interposition graft or the placement of an ascending to descending aortic bypass were evaluated. In light of the extensive collateral vessels and the bleeding risk, an extra-anatomic aortic bypass was considered the least risky procedure. In situ anatomic repair is associated with paraplegia risk of 3–5%. An extra-anatomic bypass is thought to reduce the risk of spinal ischaemia because blood supply is preserved during the procedure. The patient agreed to the intervention and had an uncomplicated surgical course and recovery.

**Follow-up and outcomes**

During 3- and 12-month follow-up, she was doing well and was normotensive. The antihypertensive therapy prior to surgery consisted of Irbesartan 150 mg OD. At discharge from the surgical ward, the antihypertensive therapy had been switched to Lisinopril 5 mg OD and Metoprolol 25 mg OD. At the last visit 1 year after the intervention, she had normotensive blood pressures on Lisinopril 5 mg OD only. A cardiac MRI with contrast angiography 6 months after surgery showed no complications (stenosis, pseudoaneurysm formation) at the anastomosis sites.

**Discussion**

Coarctation of the aorta is a congenital defect with variable clinical presentation, depending on the location and severity of the aortic narrowing. In clinical practice, CoA is classified as pre-ductal or post-ductal. In the pre-ductal CoA type, the flow to the distal aorta depends in utero on the ductus arteriosus. Once the duct closes after birth, the infant may become severely symptomatic in a short time. Collateral vessel formation is usually absent, because the flow to the abdominal aorta is maintained in utero by the ductus arteriosus. In post-ductal CoA, the narrowing is distal to insertion of the ductus...
arteriosus. In this type of CoA, collateral vessel formation may already occur in utero. These patients may be asymptomatic after ductal closure in the presence of sufficient collateral circulation. Coarctation of the aorta is associated with a BAV, subaortic stenosis, mitral valve abnormalities such as parachute mitral valve, a ventricular septal defect, and circle of Willis cerebral artery aneurysms.

In native CoA or after re-coarctation, indications for treatment include a non-invasive peak-to-peak pressure difference >20 mmHg between upper and lower limbs in combination with proximal hypertension, or a pathological blood pressure response during exercise, or significant left ventricular hypertrophy. Independent of the pressure gradient, hypertensive patients with >50% aortic narrowing relative to the aortic diameter at the diaphragm level (on cardiac MRI, computed tomography, or invasive angiography) should also be considered for intervention.

Common late cardiovascular complications in repaired patients are systemic hypertension, premature coronary artery disease due to longstanding hypertension, re-coarctation, aortic arch hypoplasia, and major aortic wall complications, such as true or false aortic aneurysm, rupture, dissection, endarteritis, and fistula.

Early repair does not preclude the development of late arterial hypertension, but is associated with a lower likelihood in adult life. In patients with late repair (i.e. in late adolescence or adult life) arterial hypertension may persist even after complete relief of the aortic
obstruction and long-term antihypertensive drugs may be necessary, albeit in usually lower doses than prior to the intervention. In adults with native CoA and appropriate anatomy, stenting has become the treatment of first choice in many centres. For adults with recurring or residual CoA, angioplasty with or without stent implantation has been shown to be safe and effective. In our case with an interrupted aorta and extensive collateral vessels, surgery with an extra-anatomic bypass grafting was considered to be less risky than a transluminal intervention.

Echocardiography is the first line diagnostic imaging test for diagnosis and follow-up. The blood velocity proximal to the CoA site should be measured with pulsed wave Doppler. If this velocity is $> 1 \, \text{m/s}$, it should be subtracted from the peak velocity at the CoA site obtained with CW-Doppler to avoid overestimation of the aortic gradient: transcoarctation gradient $= 4 \left( V_{\text{peak}}^2 - V_{\text{PW Doppler}}^2 \right) \, \text{mmHg}$. In the presence of significant collateral vessels, the transcoarctation velocities may be low since the pressure distal to the CoA is maintained by collateral flow. Hence, a low transcoarctation peak gradient on CW-Doppler echocardiography does not exclude a severe stenosis. A 'serrated' CW-Doppler flow tracing in the isthmus region with rapid acceleration followed by gradual deceleration throughout diastole is a characteristic echocardiography sign of CoA. Pulsed Doppler evaluation of the abdominal aorta typically shows low-velocity systolic-diastolic flow with little phasic variations in this setting.

Besides echocardiography, conventional X-ray images can point to the correct diagnosis. Notching of the ribs is a classic sign caused by collateral flow through dilated pulsatile intercostal arteries. It appears seldom before 6 years of age and is rare above the third or below the ninth rib.\textsuperscript{24} The combination of a dilated left subclavian artery, the aortic narrowing at the isthmic side and post-stenotic aortic dilatation create the figure of 3-sign, also present in our case.

**Patient perspective**

The patient needs life-long specialized cardiac care because of the potential long-term complications after successful repair mentioned above. She continues to take antihypertensive medication; however, her blood pressure is now well controlled with a small dose of Lisinopril.

**Supplementary material**

Supplementary material is available at European Heart Journal - Case Reports online.

**Slide sets:** A fully edited slide set detailing this case and suitable for local presentation is available online as Supplementary data.
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